Welcome and Opening Address

Frances White
Head, Department of Anthropology

Congratulatory Remarks

Dennis Galvan
Interim Vice Provost and Dean, Undergraduate Studies

Presentation of PhD and Master’s Candidates

Frances White and Advisors
Head, Department of Anthropology

Presentation of Baccalaureate Candidates

Diane Baxter
Head Undergraduate Advisor, Department of Anthropology

Reception

Fat Jam Temple
Dave Bender (trumpet, flugelhorn, piccolo trumpet), Nathan Waddell (bass), Paul Safar (keyboards)

Open House
Tour the Department of Anthropology labs after the ceremony.
DEGREE CANDIDATES

Doctoral Candidates

Theresa Gildner
Life History Tradeoffs Between Testosterone and Immune Function Among Shuar of Amazonian Ecuador: The Impacts of Lifestyle Change and Environmental Factors on Male Reproductive Ecology
Advisor: Josh Snodgrass

Jaime Kennedy
A Paleoethnobotanical Approach To 14,000 Years of Great Basin Prehistory: Assessing Human-Environmental Interactions Through the Analysis of Archaeological Plant Data at Two Oregon Rockshelters
Advisor: Gyoung-Ah Lee

Gennie Nguyen
Serial Segregation in Portland, Oregon and Beyond
Advisor: Lynn Stephen & Daniel HoSang

Noah Simons
The Role of Gene Regulation in Infectious Disease in the Ugandan Red Colobus Monkey (Piliocolobus tephrosceles)
Advisor: Nelson Ting

Master’s Degree Candidates

Marnie Atkins
Towards a More Accurate Representation of Wiyot People and Their History and Culture
Advisor: Jason Younker

Chelle Haynes
Decolonizing Shipwrecks Through Considerations of Indigeneity in Underwater Cultural Property Decisions
Advisor: Scott Fitzpatrick

Timothy Herrera
Uses of the Copal Tree in Oaxaca: Place Based Conceptions of Ritual and Economy
Advisor: Lynn Stephen

Emily Masucci
Navigating Webs of Violence and Support: Indigenous Women’s Activism in Manaus, Brazil
Advisor: Lynn Stephen
Baccalaureate Degree Candidates

Wehi Andrea Ho’owehi Adolpho
Bryant S Almanza
Taylor Tracey Altizio
Meghan Elizabeth Anderson
Mary Kathryn Baumeister
Andrew Michael Blumm
Kaelee Denise Boussarie
Juan Camacho
Gerardo Castellanos Carlos
Kylan Garred Carlson
Kayla Grace Casillas
Kentaro Causeway
Jessi Claire
Mackenzie Danielle Clark
Jack Caldwell Clarke
Kelsey Ilana Clausen
Elliot Francis Coates
Cheyenne Dakota Collins
Cynthia Abril Cordova
Megan Kaline Culbertson
Katherine McClain Davis
Trina Lorene Delgado
Amelia Joy Delgado
Erin Ashley Frey
Aida Marina Goma Petit
Alina Michelle Grossweiner
Zoe Guo
Jack Everett Hanks
Leah Nikkole Hanseth
Allegra Altoonian Saito Herdklotz-Yasutake
Aimee LaRue Herubin
Kaitlyn Ryan Hughes
Caitlyn O’Neill Hurley
Jacob Matthew Jansen
Breanna Megan Kaufman
Nicole Ann Livering
Jordan Nathaniel Lofton
Melanie Nicole Logue
Jennifer Lea Loneran
Christine Lowery
Brenda Marie Mahrt
Michael Bradley Mason
Sahalee Faith McFarland
Samantha Jane McGee
Kati Marie McKinnis-Waggoner
Anita Josephine Morgan
Kasheen Devine Mowatt
Molly Rose Neher
Martin Nelson-Harrington
Taylor Dewayne Norman
Natalie Eugenia Owcharuk
Carly Madison Pate
Megan Eleanor Peet
William Fredrick Persson
Matt Steven Piini
Heidi Olivia Rangel
Becky J Renfro
Kelly Nicole Roberts
Jules Marie Robinson
Adam Roppo
Julien Royer
Spencer Thomas Sallander
Nora Willow Sawyer
Isaac Schroeder
Amanda Lynn See
Kaylie Sierra Severson
Reed Makayla Sheridan
Cahill Sam Shpall & Kelsey Clewett Van Brocklin  
Madelyn Rose Smith & Fella Ferlande Vasbinder  
Sonya Anwyn Sobel & Britt Mackenzie Warthen  
Connor Nicholas Thorud & Laura K Whitney  
Sydney Ann Tostenson & Katelin Wold  
Maria Jillean Vaughn & Junyi Zhu  

1 Summa cum laude  2 Magna cum laude  3 Cum laude  4 Phi Beta Kappa  5 Clark Honors College  
6 Department honors  7 Best Undergraduate Paper of the Year  8 Honorable Mention Undergraduate Paper of the Year
Baccalaureate Minor Candidates

Sam Joseph Batz  
Blair Elizabeth Biggar  
Hayley Noelle Branaugh  
Chasten Rosebeth Bugge  
Claire My Bui  
Max Donald Carlson  
Iain McKinlay Cassidy  
Dante Rowan Cecchini-Coe  
Claire Janelle Clower  
Emily Michelle Corley  
Samrawit Getachew Dagne  
Wil Edwards  
Myriah Dellarae Farmer  
Rachel Michelle Gardner  
Enrique Gomez Gomez  
Jenna Lynn Gonzalez  
Tristen Reid Green  
Sydney Samm Haggart  
Marissa Rose Hidalgo  
Kyra Michelle Jorgensen  
Kelsie Renee Kaiser  
Shane Douglas Keller  
Stephanie Michelle Keller  
Shayne Kelly Knutzen  
Fernanda Maria Lara Maldonado  
Meghan Elisabeth Larson  
Erin Anne Leader  
Amanda Joy Lee  
Mariah Danielle Lopez  
Tara Lynn Miller Maercklein

Denise Nicole Martes  
Roberto Martinez  
Christina Lynn McCall  
Brooke Rianne McKinney  
Devin A Melendez  
Kassidy Montana Moore  
Megan Diane Morse  
Savanna Breanne Neb  
Kearney Tate Newman  
Alyson Lee Nilan-Axline  
Kelsey Nicole Parker  
Jana Dalena Persijn  
Braedon James Petrus  
Nick Isaiah Potocki  
Ines Radic  
Kris Elias Ranney  
Abbey B Rooney  
Meg Marie Schenk  
Sophia Marie Scutero  
Skye Chalice Sinclair  
Sydney Christine Summerville  
Ammas Tanveer  
Kinsey Jean Vittetoe  
Andrew Dwayne Warren  
Maile Washington  
Tabor Lange Whitney  
Jack C. Wiegand  
Gracie Patricia Williams  
Miranda Rae Wolf  
Arianna Isabella Zarosinski

1 Summa cum laude  2 Magna cum laude  3 Cum laude  4 Phi Beta Kappa  5 Clark Honors College  
6 Department honors